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Abstract. Deep learning has achieved remarkable success in diverse computer science appli-4
cations, however, its use in other traditional engineering fields has emerged only recently. In this5
project, we solved several mechanics problems governed by differential equations, using physics in-6
formed neural networks (PINN). The PINN embeds the differential equations into the loss of the7
neural network using automatic differentiation. We present our developments in the context of solv-8
ing two main classes problems: data driven solutions and data driven discoveries, and we compare9
the results with either analytical solutions or numerical solutions using finite element method. The10
remarkable achievements of PINN model shown in this report suggest the bright prospect of the11
physics-informed surrogate models that are fully differentiable with respect to all input coordinates12
and free parameters. More broadly, this study shows that PINN provides an attractive alternative13
to solve traditional engineering problems.14
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1. Introduction. It is well-known that many mechanics phenomenons are gov-16

erned by conservation laws which can be converted to differential equations for most17

of the applications. Solving these differential equations and obtaining parameter18

estimations from given observations are always intriguing topics, and significant re-19

search has been done to develop many advanced (semi-)analytical or numerical algo-20

rithms. While in the last decade, machine learning especially neural networks have21

yielded revolutionary results across diverse disciplines, including image and pattern22

recognition, natural language processing, genomics, and material constitutive model-23

ing [15, 23, 26, 34], among which a fair amount of research has also been done related24

to differential equations [1,9,12,13,17–19,22,24,25,27–33,35,36,38], owing to the dra-25

matic increase in the computing resources. Therefore, it will be interesting to adopt26

neural networks as an important alternative to traditional mathematical methods to27

approximate the solutions to differential equations through iterative update of the28

network weights and biases.29

2. Related work. Early researches that use neural network in scientific com-30

puting could date back to [12, 22], in which a single hidden layer neural network is31

adopted32

(2.1) N = ũ+

H∑
i=1

viσi

 n∑
j=1

wijxj + ui

 ,33

where N is the network output which is assumed to be a scalar for illustration pur-34

poses, H is the width of the hidden layer, and n is the dimension of the input vector35

x ∈ Rn, wij and vi are called weights while ui and ũ are always denoted as the bi-36

ases, σi (·) is called activation function. More recently, the development of automatic37

differentiation [2] has led to emerging literature on the use of deep neural networks38

to solve differential equations [17, 33, 38, 39] even in complex geometries, and Berg39
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et al. [3] provides details of this back propagation algorithm for advection and diffu-40

sion equations. Unlike traditional machine learning methods, deep neural networks41

sometimes can overcome the curse of dimensionality [17]. In the work done by Raissi42

et al [30–32], they named such strong form approach for differential equation as the43

physics-informed neural network (PINN) for the first time. Today, the PINN becomes44

more and more popular in many engineering fields such as hydrogeology [7, 18, 35],45

geomechanics [19], cardiovascular system [21] and so on. One attractive feature of46

PINN is that it is fully differentiable with respect to all the input coordinates and47

free parameters, in other words, the trial solution (via the trained PINN) represents48

a smooth approximation that can be evaluated and differentiated continuously on the49

domain [9]. Another important feature of PINN is that it can be used to solve inverse50

(data discovery) problems [16] with minimum change of the code from the forward51

problems [24].52

It is also worth to mention that there are also other machine learning methods53

that didn’t rely on the neural network to solve differential equations [28, 29], but in54

this report, we will focus on the PINN.55

3. Methods. In this section, we will give a very brief overview of PINN in order56

to demonstrate how the loss function L is defined in such context. We refer interested57

readers to look at [32] for more details. Consider a system of differential equations58

defined on the domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω:59

(3.1) D (u (x)) = 0 x ∈ Ω ,60
61

(3.2) B (u (x)) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω ,62

where u is the unknown solution vector, D denotes the abstract (non-linear) differ-63

ential operator (e.g., ∂/∂x, u ◦ ∂/∂x, x ◦ ∂/∂x, higher order derivatives, non-linear64

functions of u or x, their combinations, etc.), and the operator B expresses arbitrary65

boundary conditions (e.g., Dirichlet, Neumann, Robin, etc.) associated with the prob-66

lem. Note here for time-dependent problems, we consider t as a special component67

of x, i.e., the Ω contains the temporal domain. The initial condition can be sim-68

ply treated as a special type of Dirichlet boundary condition on the spatio-temporal69

domain [24].70

Now we construct a neural network with L layers, or L − 1 hidden layers to71

approximate u (x), the input to neural network is x, and we will denote the output72

of the neural network as û (x; θ) (we want û (x; θ) ≈ u (x)), where θ represents73

the collection of weight matrix W [l] ∈ Rnl×nl−1 and bias vector b[l] ∈ Rnl for each74

layer l with nl neurons. In the inverse or data discovery problems, there are some75

unknown parameters γ in the original differential equations, thus we will rewrite our76

approximation as û (x; θ, γ). Now we can define the physics-informed loss L as77

(3.3) L (θ, γ) = wfLf (θ, γ) + wbLb (θ, γ) + wdLd (θ, γ) ,78

where wf is the weight for the loss due to mismatch with the governing equations79

(3.4) Lf (θ, γ) =
1

|Γf |
∑

x∈Γf⊂Ω

‖D (û (x; θ, γ))‖22 ,80

and wb is the weight for the loss due to mismatch with the boundary conditions81

(3.5) Lb (θ, γ) =
1

|Γb|
∑

x∈Γb⊂∂Ω

‖B (û (x; θ, γ))‖22 ,82
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and wd is the weight for the loss due to mismatch with the given data observations83

u∗ (x)84

(3.6) Ld (θ, γ) =
1

|Γd|
∑

x∈Γd⊂Ω

‖û (x; θ, γ)− u∗ (x)‖22 .85

In practice, Γf and Γb are always known as the set of locations of the “residual”86

points, and Γd is known as the set of measurement locations. We then optimize θ and87

γ together, and our solution is88

(3.7) θ∗, γ∗ = argmin
θ,γ

L (θ, γ) .89

Above process is approximately summarized in Fig. 1. Due to the network architecture90

and incorporation of differential equations, the loss will be highly non-linear and91

also non-convex, thus we will need some gradient-based optimizers, such as steepest92

descent [4], Newton’s method [4], Adam [20], and L-BFGS (limited-memory quasi-93

Newton method) [5]. In this report, we will adopt purely Adam or Adam combined94

with L-BFGS optimizers (i.e., we first use Adam for a certain number of iterations,95

and then switch to L-BFGS until convergence).

Fig. 1. Two schematics of the physics-informed neural network (PINN) [24, 25].

96
For estimation of the test error, we will evaluate the loss Lf on a given test set97

Γtest ⊂ Ω. In addition, if the true solution is available, we will also calculate the mean98

square error (similar to the form of Ld) on the same test set.99
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4. Experiments, results and discussions.100

4.1. One dimensional consolidation problem. In soil mechanics, one of the101

most important processes is the consolidation process, while under some specific as-102

sumptions made by Prof. Terzaghi and Prof. Biot [6, 8, 37], we can mathematically103

quantify this process as a one dimensional diffusion problem [14] with specific bound-104

ary conditions and initial conditions. Suppose our problem domain is 0 ≤ x ≤ L105

where L can be understood as the thickness of the aquifer that rests on a rigid imper-106

meable base, at time t = 0, surface load p0 is applied on the top of the aquifer which107

will lead to an initial pore pressure field pu = γlp0 at t = 0+ where γl is called loading108

efficiency [37]. As time goes on, the pressure p will gradually decrease due to the109

effect of the drainage boundary at x = 0, and it satisfies following partial differential110

equation111

(4.1)
∂p

∂t
− c ∂

2p

∂x2
= 0 ,112

with boundary conditions p = 0 at x = 0 and ∂p/∂x = 0 at x = L. The initial113

condition is just p = pu as mentioned before. In above Eq. (4.1), the c is called114

generalized consolidation coefficient [11] which has the unit of length squared divided115

by time.116

However, the order of magnitudes of different physical quantities x (order of117

meters), t (order of months) and p (order of kPa) could cast great difficulty on the118

training of the neural networks [21], and to overcome this problem, we employ a non-119

dimensionalization technique with the purpose of scaling the input and the output120

of the neural network in proper scales (e.g., O (1)). As a result, we will introduce121

characteristic values for x and p, and for this problem an obvious choice would be122

characteristic length L and characteristic pressure pu. At this point we define the123

dimensionless quantities as124

(4.2) x̂ =
x

L
p̂ =

p

pu
.125

For the time t, the dimensionless time t̂ is given as126

(4.3) t̂ =
ct

L2
.127

Now all the variables take values with O (1) magnitude and we will rewrite Eq. (4.1)128

using dimensionless variables, the result is shown as follows129

(4.4)

∂p̂

∂t̂
− ∂2p̂

∂x̂2
= 0 0 < x̂ < 1 t̂ > 0

p̂ = 0 x̂ = 0 t̂ ≥ 0

∂p̂

∂x̂
= 0 x̂ = 1 t̂ > 0

p̂ = 1 0 < x̂ ≤ 1 t̂ = 0 .

130

The analytical solution for Eq. (4.4) is given as131

(4.5) p̂ =

∞∑
m=1,3,5,7,...

4

mπ
sin

(
mπx̂

2

)
e−

m2π2 t̂
4 .132
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For the PINN hyper-parameters, we assume t̂max = 0.5, and we draw 500, 250,133

125 “residual” points randomly from (0, 1)×
(
0, t̂max

)
, boundary of x̂ and boundary134

of t̂ respectively to form Γf and Γb. The test set Γtest will have 10011 points. The135

loss weights are assigned as wf = wb = 1/4 (wd is not used in this problem). For136

the architecture of the neural network, it will contain 5 hidden layers with 50 neurons137

each, and we will use hyperbolic tangent tanh as our activation function in hidden138

layers, the output activation will be linear activation but we will multiply the network139

output with x̂ as our final output, because in this way our output will automatically140

satisfy the second expression in Eq. (4.4). For the optimization procedure, we will141

run Adam for 50000 epochs with learning rate 0.001 and then run L-BFGS until142

convergence. For the network initialization, we will use the Glorot normal initializer.143

The convergence history, reference solution, PINN solution, and the absolute error144

is shown in the Fig. 2, from which we can see a perfect match is achieved, and the145

locations with highest error is close to the origin due to sharp gradient. Note in Fig. 2,146

we have enforced all the output values are between 0 and 1, and initial condition is147

strictly satisfied.

Fig. 2. PINN training results for the one dimensional consolidation problem.

148

4.2. Steady state heat conduction problem. Our second example is a time-149

independent problem on 2D. In the steady state heat transfer problem with constant150

heat conduction coefficient, constant heat source and constant boundary temperature151

(Dirichlet boundary condition), the T will satisfy Poisson’s equation [14]. Without152

loss of generality and to avoid the scaling differences, we will solve following PDE on153
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Ω = [−1, 1]× [−1, 1]154

(4.6)
∂2T

∂x2
+
∂2T

∂y2
+ 1 = 0 − 1 < x < 1 − 1 < y < 1 ,155

156

(4.7) T = 0 (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω .157

Even though the analytical solution for this problem doesn’t exist, the finite element158

solution with high accuracy is available in deal.II finite element library tutorial 3, thus159

it will be interesting to compare these two numerical solutions.160

For the PINN hyper-parameters, we choose 1500 and 500 random points to form161

Γf and Γb, respectively. The test set Γtest will have 10000 points. The loss weights are162

assigned as wf = wb = 1/2 (wd is not used in this problem). For the architecture of163

the neural network, it will contain 4 hidden layers with 50 neurons each, and we will164

not apply any transform for the network output. The learning rate for this problem165

is 0.0005. For the network initialization, we will use the Glorot uniform initializer.166

The remaining settings are the same as the first example.167

The training results are shown in the Fig. 3, where the two numerical solutions168

are consistent with each other. Note in Fig. 3, we have enforced all the output values169

are larger than 0. The largest absolute error happens near the Dirichlet boundary170

because Eq. (4.7) is not regarded as a hard constrain in the construction of the loss171

L. A feasible way to handle this problem would be to introduce a smooth distance172

function d̂ (x) that gives the distance for x ∈ Ω to ∂Ω [3], and then we multiply d̂ with173

the original network output to get our new improved output, which will automatically174

satisfy Eq. (4.7).175

4.3. Inverse problem for simple structural dynamic system. The last176

example comes from the dynamic response of the single degree of freedom system177

[10] and we want to use this example to illustrate the capability of PINN in the178

inverse modeling or data discovery process. In structural dynamics, the free vibration179

equation with viscous damping for single mass point is obtained through D’Alembert180

principle [10]181

(4.8) m
d2u

dt2
+ c

du

dt
+ ku = 0 t > 0182

with u (0) = u0 and u̇ (0) = v0. In above equation, m > 0 is the mass, c > 0 is183

the damping coefficient, k > 0 is the stiffness, u is the displacement, u0 is the initial184

displacement and v0 is the initial velocity. The analytical solution to this ODE is185

given as186

(4.9) u (t) = e−ξωnt
[
u0 cos (ωDt) +

v0 + ξωnu0

ωD
sin (ωDt)

]
,187

where ωn =
√
k/m is known as the natural frequency, ξ = c/ (2mωn) is known as188

the damping ratio, ωD = ωn
√

1− ξ2. In this problem, we will assume ξ < 1 which is189

known as the underdamped system.190

Now suppose m = u0 = v0 = 1, c and k are the two parameters to be identified191

from the observations at certain times. The observations are produced with the un-192

derlying true parameters c = 0.4 and k = 4 using Eq. (4.9). We choose 50 equispaced193

points to form Γd, 100 random points to form Γf , 50 random points to form Γb and194
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Fig. 3. PINN training results for the steady state heat conduction problem.

10000 points to form Γtest. The loss weights are assigned as wf = wb = wd = 1/4.195

For the architecture of the neural network, it will contain 3 hidden layers with 32196

neurons each, and we will not apply any transform for the network output. For the197

optimization procedure, we will only run Adam for 100000 epochs with learning rate198

0.0005. For the network initialization, we will use the Glorot uniform initializer.199

The evolution trajectories of c and k are presented in Fig. 4, with final values of200

k̄ = 3.9933197 and c̄ = 0.40125215, which agree with their true values.201

5. Conclusions. In this project, we have adopted PINN, a new class of univer-202

sal function approximators that is capable of encoding any underlying conservation203

laws which can be described by differential equations. Compared to the traditional204

numerical methods, PINN employs automatic differentiation to handle differential op-205

erators, and thus are mesh-free. We use PINN as a data driven algorithm for inferring206

solutions and parameter identifications of differential equations. A series of promising207

results for a diverse collection of problems in mechanics are presented and discussed,208

which opens the path for endowing deep learning with the powerful capacity of math-209

ematical physics to model the world around us. We hope this project could benefit210

future practitioners across a wide range of scientific domains who want to incorporate211

deep learning methods in modeling physics-related problems.212

For the future work, it is worth to try a group of coupled differential equations213

such as Eqs. (5.1)(5.2) in poromechanics [40] to see the PINN’s performance, and214

develop some training points selection strategy similar to the adaptive re-meshing in215
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Fig. 4. PINN training results for the parameter identification problem, the identified values
converge to the true values during the training process.

the mesh-based methods to achieve better accuracy.216

(5.1)
1

M

∂p

∂t
− k

µf
∇2p+ α

∂∇ · u
∂t

= 0 ,217

218

(5.2) G∇2u +
G

1− 2ν
∇ (∇ · u)− α∇p+ ρbg = 0 .219
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